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Documentation version 1.0 

 

 

Version 1.0 

The document was finalized, checking and fixing minor errors.  

Version 0.4 

The research section was added, the iterations section was finished and further information was 

added. 

Version 0.3 

The mechanics were expanded with the pick-ups and the basic and more detailed sketches were 

added. 

Version 0.2 

More images for the theme were added and the target audience was described.  

Version 0.1 

The theme and mechanics information was added.
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THEME  

My level is based on Zion from the 

Matrix Reloaded, directed by Andy 

Wachowski and Lana Wachowski. 

 Zion is a large human city outside 

the matrix. It is shaped like a 

cylinder with a lot of walkways 

around it and leading to the center. 

In the center there is a pillar which 

allows for moving up and down (in 

the movies it contains an elevator). 

The image on the right is a concept 

drawing of the city giving a clear 

view of what the walkways look like 

and the size of the cylinder. 

The image on the left shows there are doors, 

and thus rooms, on the outside edge of the 

cylinder. It also gives an example of how the 

walkways around the cylinder would look. The 

image below shows more of what the ground 

level could look like. 

The Image below show what tunnels and 

rooms located around the cylinder look like.  
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RELATED GAMES 
For the Level Design I looked at the Deck map in Unreal Tournament 3 and I looked at heat maps 

from halo 3 (on http://www.bungie.net/online/heatmaps.aspx). I used the Deck map to 

compare the size of the map and to look for weapon placement, however later on it appeared the 

hallways in my level were less wide, and the lines of sight weren’t as far as in the Deck map. 

From the Halo 3 heat map of Guardian I checked how far the distance was between the weapon 

pick-ups and the location of the most kills. I tried to implement the same distance in my level 

between the weapon pick-up and the place where it would be most effective. 

TARGET AUDIENCE 
Unreal Tournament itself is a game aimed at mainly hardcore gamers who like shooters and a 

challenge. The game is rated M, which means the target audience is 17+. The game also attracts 

fans of the franchise as it is the 4th installment of the series. Many gamers who played the 

previous parts will also like to play Unreal Tournament 3. 

The map itself is aimed at casual and intermediate players. Hardcore players are more focused at 

global strategies (involving the entire map), while casual and intermediate players only come up 

with strategies from their current location to an objective they can see. This mainly influences 

pick-up placement, as for casual and intermediate players stronger pick-ups can be placed closer 

to each other. The map itself can also be considered 12+, as the player controls and shoots at 

robots instead of humans. 

http://www.bungie.net/online/heatmaps.aspx
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MECHANICS 
The player can use all 3 weapons available in the demo, the Link Gun, the Shock Rifle and the 

Rocket Launcher. The level also contains several health and armor pick-ups. The player mainly 

uses staircases to switch between height levels, and on some locations the player can jump to a 

different height level. There is one jump pad in the level allowing the player to jump from the 

lowest to the highest height level.  

WEAPONS: 

LINK GUN (STARTING WEAPON):  
General: A Brutal close to mid-range weapon. 

Primary fire: fires energy bolts. 

Secondary fire: fires a beam with limited range. 

Other Effects: Recharges ammo over time. 

Usage: The player spawns equipped with a Link Gun and can use it close to mid-range combat. 

There are no other shock rifles on the map and there is one ammo pick-up for the link gun, as the 

player is also meant to use the other 2 guns available in the level. 

SHOCK RIFLE: 
General: Long range weapon which can also be used to knockback enemies.  

Primary fire: Instant beam shot, useful for long range and 100% accurate.  

Secondary fire: An energy bolt which travels at low speed and does a lot damage. If the player 

shoots at this bolt with his primary attack it will blow up dealing damage in the blast radius with 

heavy knockback, this is called a combo attack. 

Usage: There are 2 Shock Rifles available in the map, one on each side. This allows players to 

take some distance from the rocket launcher and use lets players use the sides of the level as 

well. 

ROCKET LAUNCHER: 
General: A heavy damage weapon for mid- to long-range, damage itself on close range. 

Primary fire: Medium speed rocket which does 100% damage on impact, with splash damage 

and a little knockback. 

Secondary fire: Loads up to 3 rockets which can be fire in 3 different ways: 

- Spread Fire: by only holding secondary fire, the player fires them all at once so that 

they fan out. In a hallway you’re pretty much guaranteed a hit, although not a kill. 

Most likely you’ll only hit your foe with one of the rockets. 

- Spiral fire: by clicking the primary fire button once while charging the rockets stay 

together moving forwards in a spiral. It’s all or nothing. If you hit it’s probably a 

guaranteed kill, but if you miss you miss completely. 

- Grenades: by double clicking the primary fire button while charging the rockets are 

tossed out so that they bounce and tumble unpredictably. It’s difficult to evade and 

thus perfect for dealing with people in entrenched positions.  

Usage: There is one rocket launcher available at the central tower. However due to more narrow 

spaces at the central tower and the bottom level of the map player want to move up getting to 

the walkways where they have larger and further range of sight.  
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PICK-UPS: 

HEALTH 
- Health Vial: Restore 5%, up to 199% 

- Health Pack: Restore 25% health, up to 100% 

- Super Health: Restores 100% health, up to 199% 

ARMOR 
- Thigh Pads: +30% armor and absorbs 50% of the damage taken (can only have 1). 

- Armor Vest: +50% armor and absorbs 75% of the damage taken(can only have 1). 

- Shield Belt: +100% armor and absorbs 100% of the damage taken (can only have 1). 

NOT USED PICK-UPS + ELEMENTS: 
- Teleporters: Adding Teleporters would overcomplicate the level. They would make it 

possible to travel to certain locations faster, but it would make it a lot harder for the 

player to remember how to navigate through the level. 

- Jump Boots: These would mess up all the jump distance. It would allow a player to 

move almost instantly to anywhere in the level. This would break the level, removing 

all possible strategies. 
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ITERATIONS 

INITIAL SKETCHES AND IDEAS: 

 Top-view   side-view 

The 2 images above are sketches of the 2 initial ideas I had. The one on the left is a level which 

exists out of 3 areas, the blue one being Zion, the yellow being the inside of a mansion seen in the 

matrix and the green being a mountainside seen in the matrix. 

The sketch on the right is a sketch of Zion using walkways around the cylinder and to the center, 

with in the center a large pillar allowing for travel between height levels inside it, and a ground 

level with metal scrap blocking paths and creating ways up. 

MORE DETAILED SKETCHES: 
From there on I continued with sketches for both ideas. I started with sketches of the cylindrical 

level of Zion. The circle on the right containing a map of the ground level and the circle on the 

left contains a map of the walkways.  
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I quickly realized a few important flaws with the level. The first one I noticed was the size of the 

level. I already choose not to use the full cylinder to prevent it from being symmetrical and to 

decrease size, but it was still too big. Another problem was the walkways which lead from the 

center to the side of the cylinder, they were straight lines and would most likely feel too much 

like hallways. 

The Next version contains splits on the walkways and the size is decreased a lot. The idea was to 

always give the player 2 directions to move in (beside the direction the player came from).  

Although the level still looked too big.  

A sketch of the other level idea. 

Including 3 areas and path to 

travel between the areas. I 

slightly adapted this one as I 

wanted one way from one area 

to another. This would the 

player would have, when 
reaching such a point, a path to 

another area and a path 

leading back in the same area. 
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This version of the level contained the way back in and path to another area as described before. 

It also looked like it was the easiest to build, and thus was build first. A few changes were made 

to the level while building it to improve the 

gameplay. 

One problem was players falling of the cliffs to easily. 

Another thing I intended to add was an alternate 

route from area to area (beside the original paths), 

but these routes would only flow in 1 direction. 

Edges 

where 

added 

to the 

cliffs, preventing players from falling off while 

navigating through the level.  

A jump pad was added to created a one way path 

into the Mansion, and holes in the ground were 

added for the player to fall through as a one way to 

Zion. However the one way route into the mansion 

created a dead-end on the other side. (looking at it 

afterwards it would have been better to place the 

jump pad on the other side as it would remove the 

dead end, and the mountain area already has an 

alternate way leading to another area.) 

Another problem was the jump pad in the mansion, 

focusing too much attention on getting up while there was 

nothing there. Removing the jump pad partially fixed the 

problem. 

However after testing it appeared this level was too big, 

did not have enough large lines of sight and had way to 

many hallways in the mansion area. Therefore I returned 

to the other design. 
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RETURNING TO THE INITIAL IDEA 

          Walkways             Ground Level 

Continuing from the previous design of the Zion Cylinder level the size of the level was 

decreased while trying to maintain and include as much flow as possible. The ground level was 

also made more open with players on the lowest level being able to at least see on the second 

level (eye height being equal to foot height). 

From this design on I started building in UDK. I quickly noticed that the central pillar would not 

work with staircases as it would require too much space. 

   Before            After 

While building the level I continued from the Zion part of the previous level, which had a hallway 

from the middle section to the left section of rooms surrounding the cylinder. I noticed this 

increased the flow of the area, therefore I added it to the current level (even though it first 

wasn’t in the design). 

There was also a tunnel in the original design which seemed useless in the level. It was a straight 

tunnel on the lowest height level leading to a jump pad to the highest height level. However it 

was just a curved hallway which wasn’t required for maintaining flow in the area.  

     Exit from jump pad        entrance to tunnel             exit without the tunnel 
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It was then that I also noticed the level had about the right 

size while not having added the other tunnels. Therefore I 

choose to leave out all tunnels to prevent the level from 

getting to large and overcomplicated. 

I also decided to keep the central pillar open on the inside 

while giving players the opportunity to jump across . I 

added a jump pad to let players easily travel between the 

lower and higher walkway level. (See the image on the 

right.) 

However after playtesting it turned out that the 

jump pad was annoying and it needed a different 

way to travel up to the higher walkways. Therefore 

the jump pad was removed and a staircase was 

added. It also appeared to be annoying that the 

lowest platform on the left side could not be 

accessed from the ground level, to solve this 

problem two staircases were added, one on each 

side. (See the image on the right.)  

To get rid of the annoying checkers 

texture I experimented with several 

other textures. The image on the left is 

one of the results. However this texture 

was to reflective and caused players to 

get lost in the level very fast. (see the 

image on the left.) 

To solve this problem a more neutral 

texture was added and lights were 

added on each side of the map to give a 

clear indication of where the player is 

on the map. With blue lights on the left, 

yellow lights on the right and green 

lights in the middle. (see the lower left 

image.) 

However this appeared not to be enough. The central 

pillar was easy to find, yet it was more confusing 

where you were compared to the central pillar when 

moving outside of the main area. To solve this the 

light at the central pillar was made brighter and 

more obvious color differences were added. (see the 

image on the right.)  
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   Before      After 

Another problem which arose was players wanting a way up from the foreground of the left 

image to the hallway on the top. However this hallway was meant to be a one way direction. I 

decided to give players the option anyway although make it more difficult to achieve. The image 

on the right shows a few parts sticking out of the wall which the player can reach by double 

jumping. 

Earlier on in the process I also added a 

small part sticking out of the central 

pillar allowing players to move around 

the central pillar on the outside of the 

pillar. The player can reach there from 

the walkway on the right to the higher 

part on the left, allowing him to 

continue to the other walkway. (see 

the image on the left.) 

An extra platform was added at the top 

of the central pillar to contain the 

Tight Pads as they are placed out of 

sight it is harder to find them while 

they are easy to reach. (see the image 

on the left.) 

Another extra platform was added to 

create a harder to reach area for the 

Super Health (the bottom left image). 

The same was done for the armor belt, 

however it is even harder to reach as the player first has to pass a platform which is really open. 

Allowing enemies to see him more easily and shoot him from the platform (the bottom right 

image). 
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Another platform was added to reach a 

Shock Rifle pick-up (as seen on the left 

image). However after playtesting it 

appeared the position of the pick-up was 

also a position from which the player could 

easily use the Shock Rifle as it had large 

sight ranges. 

To solve this problem the platform is placed 

further away, with the surrounding walls 

blocking most of the sight, while a ledge reaches 

to the platform. (as seen on the right image.)  
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FURTHER INFORMATION 

OTHER INTERESTING LOCATIONS 
In the image on the right the player can use these 

small walls not only for cover but also as a way up 

to the higher location on the right. The rocket 

launcher pick-up is placed there in the doorway, 

leading players inside. Or players can choose to 

move around the outside of the pillar to any of the 

lower level walkways. 

The bottom level: 

The most health vials and ammo pick-ups are placed 

at the lowest ground level as the player is more 

vulnerable there. The player can be spotted more easily from above and has nowhere to take 

cover from the attacks. Although the player can easily keep on running as there are always ways 

leading up nearby (the health vials even guide players towards them). 

Another interesting location 

which turned out great during the 

first iteration and therefore 

wasn’t mentioned earlier (see the 

image on the left). The player has 

several options here, there is a 

staircase on the left leading down. 

The player can also choose to 

take the path on the right 

grabbing the armor and taking 

the double jump to the other side. 

There are holes in the wall on the 

right allowing other players outside to spot players taking this route instead of the stairs and 

ambush them on the other exit. There is also a Shock Rifle located on the wall in the middle, to 

get the Shock Rifle the player doesn’t have to jump on the wall as jumping closely past the Shock 

Rifle works as well. 

Remaining Problem: 

While playtesting the map one of the testers made 

the remark that he thought he could jump up on 

the higher ground (see the image on the right). 

Even though it’s twice as high as the double jump. 

This has not been changed as no other testers 

noted it and I tested a possible solution wherein 

they would be lowered, making it possible to jump 

on, and low walls were added for extra cover. This took away the purpose of the 2 different 

height levels and made it feel as if it was one height requiring a double jump in the middle.  


